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In today’s hyper-connected world,

Cybersecurity is not just a concern for technical

professionals but a critical aspect of any

organization’s overall cybersecurity health.

However, too many organizations miss key

opportunities to strengthen their cybersecurity

postures, which significantly increases their

cybersecurity risks. We will highlight the often

overlooked areas that can dramatically heighten

Cybersecurity vulnerabilities, which present

missed opportunities to reduce cybersecurity

risks. This article will discuss three key areas of

missed opportunities, including emerging

threats,  complacency, and employee

involvement, and how organizations can turn

these missed opportunities into risk-reducing

actions.

Being Unaware of Emerging Threats Increases
Cyber Risks

One of the most significant Cybersecurity

pitfalls for any organization is the lack of

awareness about emerging cyber threats. For

example, an often-used cyber tip is to look for

misspelled words in phishing emails, but guess

what?  Cybercriminals use spell check just like

we do! Cyber adversaries continually evolve

their tactics, techniques, and procedures. They

adapt to new security measures, adopt new

technologies, and find ways to infiltrate even the

most secure environments. The FBI’s 2022

Internet Crime Report lists phishing attacks as

the number one crime reported, with a total loss

due to phishing exceeding $103 billion dollars. 
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Subscribe to cybersecurity newsletters,

threat feeds, and bulletins to stay informed

about new types of attacks or vulnerabilities

Conduct frequent awareness campaigns for

employees to educate them on the latest

cyber threats and best practices in

cybersecurity

Develop and regularly update a

comprehensive incident response plan to

quickly and effectively manage any security

incidents

Failing to keep up-to-date with such information

can have devastating consequences. Ignoring or

underestimating the significance of emerging

threats can leave an organization unprepared

and vulnerable. Even the most robust

cybersecurity infrastructure becomes ineffective

if it isn’t continuously updated to meet new

challenges.

How to turn missed opportunities related to

emerging threats into Cybersecurity risk-

reducing action:

Assuming Cybersecurity Threats Will Not
Happen to Your Organization Increases Cyber
Risks

Another common misstep is the assumption that

cyber threats will not happen to your

organization. 
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Encrypt sensitive data both at rest and in

transit to protect against unauthorized

access

Have a clear protocol for what to do in case

of a security breach, and conduct regular

drills to ensure staff are familiar with it

Give employees access only to the

information they need for their roles,

reducing the potential points of entry for

cybercriminals

Often referred to as the “it won’t happen to me”

syndrome, this mindset leads to a lax approach to

cybersecurity measures. Also, with more cyber

attackers using advanced methods and

automation, there is no target too small or large

to be the target of a cyber attack. Many

organizations that felt invincible or felt they

were too small to be a target have fallen victim to

attacks, costing them not just money but also

their reputation and sometimes their businesses.

It is essential to consider that every organization

—regardless of size, industry, or location—is a

potential target. Adopting a proactive rather

than a reactive approach can be the difference

between a manageable incident and a full-blown

crisis.

How to turn missed opportunities related to

complacency into Cybersecurity risk-reducing

action:



Implement simulation cybersecurity training

sessions for all employees to educate them

on role-playing with cybersecurity scenarios

Create an easy-to-use system for employees

to report suspected cybersecurity threats

Reward employees who identify and report

cybersecurity issues, encouraging a

proactive cybersecurity culture

Not Including Employees in Actionable
Cybersecurity Activities Increases Cyber Risks

Did you know that over 90% of data breaches

are caused by human error? Yet 45% of

employees receive no security awareness

training at all their employers. Employees are

often considered the weakest link in an

organization’s Cybersecurity chain. Yet,

surprisingly, many organizations do not include

them in actionable cybersecurity activities.

Instead of seeing employees as a potential risk,

it’s time to view them as the first line of defense.

Failure to include employees in cybersecurity

efforts can result in uninformed staff making

errors such as clicking on phishing links or using

weak passwords. Simple mistakes can have a

snowball effect, leading to more significant

breaches. On the other hand, an informed and

educated employee base can act as a robust

security layer equipped to identify and report

potential threats before they escalate.

How to turn missed opportunities in employee

engagement into Cybersecurity risk-reducing

action:

           

Ignoring emerging threats, assuming that cyber-

attacks won’t happen to your organization, and

neglecting to include employees in actionable

cybersecurity measures are all missed

opportunities that increase cybersecurity risks. 

90% of data
breaches are
caused by human
error? Yet 45%
of employees
receive no
security
awareness
training at all
their employers.
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Organizations must adopt a more comprehensive and
proactive approach, focusing on continuous education,
awareness, and preparedness, to effectively mitigate these
risks. Being vigilant and taking these often-overlooked
factors seriously can make all the difference in safeguarding
an organization’s digital assets.
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Read the eBook “Security Awareness Upgraded:

Enter the Simulation” to learn more:

https://bit.ly/44QvxJm

Request a demo: https://bit.ly/3Psn2Qa

This post was sponsored by ID Agent, but the

opinions are my own and don’t necessarily

represent positions or strategies of ID Agent.
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